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class	membership	 is	possible	 from	the	auditory	 signal	
alone.
Develop	a	set	of	features	that	are	reliably	identified	with	
stigmatized	dialects	to	aid	in	a	victim’s	burden	of	proof.	
Dialect	is	more	than	Speech	Sounds.
A	matched-guise troubles	of	a	single	 source	of	data	to	
seem	multisourced.	
The	lexical	items	and	morphosyntactic or	prosodic	 features	
used	in	each	guise	are	typically	identical.	
The	success	of	our	guisecraft	argues	for	using	holistic	
dialect	samples	when	measuring	for	authentic	
identification.
Further,	 the	more	features	we	hear,	the	more	easily	we	can	
discriminate	and	categorize	a	speech	signal.	
Study	Two:
What	Ideologies	drive	rental	decisions?
Conducted a	national	survey	of	rental	
professionals	
Size	of	Property, Rootedness, Language	Experience	
Describe	your	ideal	tenant
• ‘"Appealing"	 isn't	really	part	of	the	process.	All	
qualified	applicants	are	accepted	if	units	are	
available.”	
• “The	first	qualified applicant	to	apply	gets	the	
apartment.”	
• “I	don't	expect	people	 to	come	dressed	for	a	job	
interview,	but	that	is	essentially	the	first	step.”	
• “Be	well	spoken	and	considerate	on	the	phone.”
Study	Four:	Phonetic	Segmental	Analysis
MUSE	Sample
Raced	at	89%	White
Region	Rating
14%	Northeast 17%	West	
Coast	17%	East	Coast
SouAm Sample
Raced	as	97%	White
Region	Rating
71%	South	2%	Alabama,	
Texas,	Georgia,	Arkansas,	
respectively.
AAL Sample
Raced	as	89%	Black
Region	Rating
29%	South	22%	East	Coast
q What	are	the	phonetic	cue	listeners	use	to	make	such	
identifications?
q Develop	a	List	of	Features	which	reliably	map	to	these	
dialects	
q Establish	Methodology	 as	Empirical	Linguistic	Evidence	
for	Future	Experts
Study	Three:	
Ongoing!
Research Question
To what	extent	is	auditory	
discrimination	affecting	parity	of	access	
in	the	contemporary	housing	market?
Matched-Guise
Phone	Calls	to	Property	Managers
Retesting
The	Bay	Area
New	Testing
Knoxville,	TN
Suburban	 Detroit
Results	from	Purnell	et	al.	(1999)
Are	these	dialects	recognizable?
Contact	me!	@raciolinguistic kellywri@umich.edu
